
Dystopic mirage. Thoughts on Dystopia. 

DYSUTOPIA

Dys- or U-topias are concepts of a positive or negative place (topos = place), related often in 
literature or cinema to possible forms of our society. These places are normally fictional. When 
relating these concepts to our real world, the conclusion is that pure forms of either concept there 
do not exist, but there are mixed realities, which we could call Dysutopias, where Dystopia and 
Utopia meet, co-existing in different levels of reality. I understand thus a dystopian reality as related 
to the particular experience of being in the world of a subject, and generally not applied to a whole 
society. 

Originally the Earth is and was a neutral place. Only a human created world, the imagination of a 
future or past, can be named dysutopian or utopian.  Earth as matter is one of the first materials 
with which we used to construct our physical reality –  mud houses, stonewalls, bamboo 
constructions, etc. These constructions were arranged to form villages and cities and to belong to 
countries – architectures are the anatomical body of a society as a whole, places full of meanings. 
From a place without a meaning and a material without form we construct and form new realities 
full of meanings and symbols. We develop systems of living and thinking which shape our cultural 
view of the world. Differences use to make divisions and disagreements and the fight for power and 
ownership fragmented the world. Space has been appropriated by man in a dystopic way mostly 
based on interests. Wars for me are the biggest Dystopias. 

The administration of space, lines and borders, evolves and changes over time. The map of the 
world we live in is not static, but is constantly redrawn - not only by man but also by natural forces. 



Countries won’t exist in future the way we know them now, neither will our current maps. 
The meaning of place changes over time. We created a matrix of concepts in a neutral space, laying 
a net of territories and nations over the blank canvas Earth. The area of Ani at the Armenian border 
has both a positive and negative history. As utopian vision of multiplicity and coexistence, Ani 
hosted many different cultures and religions, which can be seen in the variety of religious buildings. 
It was called the city of 1001 churches or the city of 40 gates. It has been an important city on the 
Silk Road. Now, a part of the city is located in Turkey, a part in Armenia. In between the riverbed is 
the borderline. 

Ani today is a military controlled zone and still a place of tensions between the countries, as Turkey 
officially neglects the genocide against Armenians during the first World War, which historians label 
the first genocide of the modern era.  Thus the area is also called "massacre canyon". Now the river 
Akhurian flows silently in its ravine down the plateau, hiding stories, carrying forgotten souls. 
Around 1300 Ani was hit by an earthquake and slowly depopulated. It has been inscribed in the 
UNESCO world heritage list since 2016 as archaeological site, becoming now also a better known 
tourist attraction. 

Flags and hymns are strong visual and sonic symbols of power and ownership. On the highest hill of 
Ani in the centre of the former citadel, a Turkish flag waves in the wind. On the other side of the 
river, the Armenian flag greets Turkish winds. This air which passes over all mountains and seas does
not know of nations, it can’t be confined to a place. A flag being a strong visual symbol, when it 
comes to sound, has the same sonic character anywhere in the world, loosing its differentiating 
identity. Humankind goes as far as to try to own outer space and land under the oceans, which one 
day might become a country over sea.



RUINENLUST

Ruins attracted the attention of many over time, being a romantic symbol for melancholia, 
becoming one of decay both of the world and the human body, to be a symbol of destruction and 
terrible happenings after the World Wars. In German there is a term related to this aesthetic 
fascination “Ruinenlust”, which is nicely described here: 

"[...] the artist’s fascination with ruined and abandoned places has never waned. Ruins make us feel 
connected to history, and to cultural memory. By their very existence, they form critiques of ideas 
concerning the march of capitalist progress. They fill us with an evocative melancholy and form 
moments of stillness in our hectic lives. [...]the ruins of the past are still places where time stands 
still, where the ghostly presence of history can be felt, and where an artist can lose themselves in 
dreams." 1



Ruins are ephemeral things that disappear over time. Also they are a sort of time monuments, 
telling us stories from another moment of history. A ruined place becomes a nowhere, somehow 
out of the current flow of time, exposing history. The ruins of Ani where constructed of earth made 
bricks. Over time, these disintegrate becoming earth again. Ruins change the perception of time and
memory. The memory of the place is inscribed in them. What can be drawn from Ani’s broken 
architectures now? How are these sonic interesting places - cathedrals, churches, mosques – 
changed acoustically? We explored the site during our travel listening and exciting the inside 
acoustics of the buildings by blasts (exploding balloons). Acoustic qualities remain, but detached 
from their original intend and use. The cathedrals and churches among a mosque and a former 
caravansary, a castle and other temples, as well as common houses, stay silently somewhere high 
above the sea level in a mountainous region belonging to Kars like tombs of another culture. 



MEMORIES

The architecture and sound of a place evolve and change over time. Past can, here at Ani, become 
an utopia in the romantic sense of melancholia, longing to experience its sonic scape of a previous 
time. With time, the sonic purpose of these buildings fades and they are now just in use as objects 
of study. Ruins are places out of time being filled with fictions of our imaginations. As a part of 
material decay, our memory is caught in a similar cycle of transformations. 

“He would eventually put Rome to use as a metaphor for the unconscious as a ruined landscape 
waiting to be excavated. [...] We follow traces of memory and discover that memory itself is in a 
state of continuous decay, that we are our own ruins.“ - Freud. 

Memories are the ruins of our mind, that that is left of our experiences. Ruins and memories are a 
canvas of projections of possible pasts and futures. Concepts, philosophies, cultures... are formed, 
rearranged, destroyed, developed. All shapes and reshapes, appear and disappear. 

At Ani it was surprising how naturally the local people of the nearby village related to this historical 
site: shepherds led their goats amongst the ruins to feed them. We where also told that locals had 
formerly collected stones of the walls of this historic buildings in order to built shelters for their 
animals. Their relation was much more practical and made total sense for their present day life. 
The destroyed bridge over the river which connected Armenia and Turkey has become our symbol 
of Dystopia. It has been destroyed and can be understood as a symbol of Dystopia, destroying 
communication and reconciliation, being placed exactly over the borderline. 



Also the anatomy of Ani is interesting. Under the city located on a plateau, there is another 
underground city made of caves and tunnels. There also existed churches in some of these caves, 
tombs and houses. Our guide told us that the poorer parts of society lived in the underground city.
Others have believed that an occult brotherhood existed there. These caves are full of vivid theories 
and imaginations.  

"Perhaps because the broken parts in a ruin require our imagination to fill them in, ruins have 
always been associated with the occult and with dreams. They are places an observer can get lost, 
where time slips away.[...]While the modern ruin has become a specific container for traumatic and 
horrific memories, the ruins of the past are still places where time stands still, where the ghostly 
presence of history can be felt[...]"2



TOPOS AND PHYSICALITY

Topos is a place and thus, we as a body lose our connection to the surroundings and ourselves in 
Dystopia. Mental illnesses could be a Dystopia depending on what the affected subject experiences 
as his/her reality. The matrix of the contemporary world we live in generally alienates us. This 
disconnection creates real fictions; mirages of a reality we believe to be true. 

Sound can reconnect us to physical space trough its haptic qualities, but being exposed to physically 
unbearable and harmful sounds would be very dystopic. I read about a volcano eruption in 1883 
which supposedly circled the Earth 4 times and was named the loudest sound Earth has ever made. 
People near this event must have lost their hearing, or part of it. In this case, a dystopic event is not 
man made like a war. It becomes only dystopic in relation to our human scale. Destruction of cities, 
destruction of the body, destruction of mind and spirit, all these situations can be called dystopian. 
An anechoic chamber is a strange place, it is somewhat dystopic as it negates the physical nature of 
a room, it is a manipulated and controlled room. On an abstract architectural level it would be then 
a dystopic room. 

For me, Dystopia is located in the mind and where the human made catastrophes happen, but these
places are changing and evolving, being time bound states. Reality oscillates between Utopia and 
Dystopia. Dystopia is not a place on the map, but maps are a drawing of Dystopia. 


